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 IBM i is a Fantastic operating system.

 It’s reliability can easily lead to ignoring care and 
feeding.

 Failing to pay attention can be disastrous.

 Setting up things to monitor the system for us is 
important.

 Knowing what to look at and where to look is 
critical.
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 ASMI – Advanced Systems Management Interface
 CEC – Complex Electronics Cabinet (aka System unit)
 COD – Capacity on Demand
 CUOD – Customer Upgrade on Demand
 DHCP – Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
 FSM – Flex Systems Manager
 FSP – Flexible Service Processor
 HMC – Hardware Management Console
 Modem – Modulator Demodulator.  An antique device that 

interfaces a serial port to a phone line to carry date at 
abysmally low speeds. 

 SDMC – A short lived console that tried to replace the HMC
 VIOS – Virtual Input Output Server
 VPM – Virtual Partition Manager
 WEBSM – Web Systems Manager
 FUBAR – What you don’t want to do.
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 Yes occasionally your system may need to contact 
IBM. 

 When this happens you’d like them to know who to 
contact, right?

 WRKCNTINF
 Use option 2.

 Howsomever, DO NOT use option 2 for the initial 
setup!!! 
◦ If you miss ANYTHING it kicks you out with the error but 

forces you to START OVER (ARRrrgh)
◦ Instead use CHGCNTINF (See next)

 PRIORITY Item when Staff Changes!! 
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 Where they gonna call ‘em?

 Who they gonna call?



 ECS (Electronic Customer Service) today is done via 
VPN or https utilizing Internet connectivity

 Initial configuration and testing of this is done in 
Navigator for i

 Under the System,
◦ Expand Network
 Expand Remote Access Services

 Click on Originator Connection Profiles

 In Originator Connection Profiles
◦ Pull the Action drop down and select “Configure IBM Universal 

Connection”
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 You may be asked to set QRETSVRSEC SysVal, 
accept this.

 Click through the wizard panels and verify what 
was entered previously.

 Select appropriate country and state when 
requested.

 Select “A direct connection to the internet”

 Verify the final display of information and click 
“Finish”
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 Next test is from command line:
◦ SNDSRVRQS *TEST
◦ This tests connectivity to IBM and your contract status:
◦ Here is one message you don’t want:

 Then test ECS with SNDPTFORD SF97730 which 
orders just a cover letter. 
◦ Look for this:
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 IBM i monitors many things continuously and scans other 
things periodically.

 The intent is to identify things that could or are causing 
issues before they stop your system and thus your 
business.

 For most problems the system will do several things:
◦ 1) Deliver a message to QSYSOPR
◦ 2) Deliver a message to QSYSMSG
◦ 3) Create an entry in the problem log.
◦ 4) Create entries in the PAL and SAL in service tools. 

 For severe problems the system will do several things:
◦ 5) Send a break message to any signed on user with *ALLOBJ 

authority.
◦ 6) Use configured call home to report the problem to IBM.



 Yes they should be reported automatically but some aren’t 
and it’s a good idea to know what is in there.

 WRKPRB to display the list.

 Then work the list and close each one as it’s solved.
 Problems may not be deleted until closed for the number of 

days specified in system value QPRBHLDITV.
◦ This is 30 by default. 
◦ This is so that repeat problems can be spotted. 

 WRKPRB should be checked weekly at least.
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EST. TIME

RsRC SERIAL      TYPE     FRAME  CARD  TO WARN  ERR

NAME NUMBER      MODEL    ID     POS      (IN DAYS)

DC01 3D-7207056  571E-001 3C05   C01       514  594

DC02 4D-9044010  574F-001 3C05   C02       497  577

DC07 0D-7240033  571E-001 3C03   C01       528  611

DC08 3D-7217086  574F-001 3C03   C02       427  510

 If the list comes up empty, You Win!
◦ This means you have none and that’s a good thing!

◦ IBM no longer sells RAID cards with cache batteries.

 If the list isn’t blank then observe the days remaining until 
they need to be replaced.
◦ Note that IBM will replace them all at one time if they expire within 

a reasonable time frame in order to save you service calls.
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 One of the oft neglected pieces of the job is proper maintenance 
of profiles.
◦ A) Assure that unused profiles are *DISABLED or have no password.
◦ B) Assure that no profiles exist with default passwords.
◦ C) Delete old profiles as soon as possible.

 ANZDFTPWD will report on active profiles with default 
passwords.
◦ Default passwords are those that match the user ID.
◦ Option to Disable them or to flag password as expired.
◦ The action taken is listed in the report.

 ANZPRFACT sets the system to *DISABLE profiles inactive for 
the specified number of days.
◦ CHGACTPRFL maintains the list of profiles that will NOT be disabled 

even if they go inactive. 
◦ Running ANZPRFACT creates job schedule job QSECIDL1 which runs 

nightly to disable the profiles. 
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 It is relatively common for users to disable 
themselves or for users to be disabled by being 
inactive for too long. 

 Users may also be disabled in the IBM i Netserver
which blocks their access to IFS shares. 

 Determine if a user is disabled with DSPUSRPRF 
<userID>

 Re-enable a user with:

 Next we’ll do the same thing via Navigator for i. 



• In Navigator for i

• Expand Users and Groups

• Select Users

• This displays the panel 

to the right.

• Click the upper left corner (red arrow) to open the select box.

• Enter the user profile that is disabled.

• Select the user.

• Under Actions select

Properties. 

• Check ‘enable for 

processing’

• Click OK to update. 



 When users can sign on but cannot access 

netserver shares reset under Network - > Servers

-> TCP/IP Servers -> IBM i Netserver.

 Under actions select ‘Disabled User IDs’

 Disabled users are listed

 Select those to enable

 Click ‘enable user ID’

 Click OK when done. 
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 There are a number of items here to pay attention to. Rather like 
the Pulse of your system, system status shows many things about 
it’s health.

 WRKSYSSTS then Press F21 and select 3 for advanced.
 First is CPU and memory load. Use F10, wait 5 minutes press F5. 

Intervals longer are ‘too averaged’ and shorter are ‘too spikey’. 
◦ CPU Usage should not be 100 though having it 80 to 90 isn’t necessarily 

bad – get what you pay for!
◦ Faulting rates are measures of memory capacity.
◦ High rates (triple digits at least) or fault rates nearly same as page rates, 

indicates that additional memory would likely help performance.
◦ This is especially true when these rates are high and CPU usage is low.
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 Jobs in system. 
◦ Only you know the size of your system. Here you can see only 561 jobs which is quite a 

low number for most systems
◦ Compare the number here to System Value QMAXJOB

 If this number is getting close (i.e. within 20%) you could find yourself unable to start new 
jobs if the system has a busy period!

◦ Of course just making more isn’t always the right solution. Know WHY your job 
numbers are what they are. Very large numbers are usually the result of spooled files.

 Address usage is critical but almost never a real issue. 
◦ If you run out of perm addresses you go casters up, however there are very very many 

and even large systems rarely pass much into double digits.
◦ Running out of temp addresses will also clobber you but an IPL will fix that.

 Also an IPL with the temp address percentage over 85% will reset that to zero. There are 
247 Billion temp addresses per space. 

 While there are a limited number of sets this change (in V5R3) means you don’t use temp 
spaces at each IPL.
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 System ASP. 
◦ The first number tells you the total space of system disk (exclusive of ASPs)
◦ The second is the percentage full of that storage.

 Above 80% this needs to be worked on. Above 90% urgent effort should be put forth.
 You know  the size of your system better than anyone else so you know when 90% is 

really OK or not. That is 90% of 100TB leaves lots more room than 90% of 50GB.
◦ Total aux storage indicates if there are ASPs or not that should also be managed.

 Unprotected storage
◦ Current shows the temp storage in use now.

 It can be reduced by restarting applications such as web servers and java apps.
◦ Max shows the most used since the last IPL.

 It can only be reset by an IPL
◦ Often these two are fairly close together and typically grow with time.
◦ Depending on your system size these can affect usable disk. 
◦ Excessive growth can indicate problems with your applications. 
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 Memory can be moved manually or automatically with 
QPFRADJ (the system performance adjuster) 

 Activity levels control the number of simultaneous jobs 
running in a pool. 
◦ On today’s systems larger numbers are better due to thread 

support.

 Transition numbers are the ‘very advanced’ tuning.
◦ Essentially Act-Wait is normal. Wait-Inel transitions are OK in 

moderation. Act-Inel transitions should be near or at zero.
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 Navigator for i can also show all the numbers shown in the 
previous pages.

 Additionally some graphs are available indicating memory 
usage, fault rates, disk health indicators etc. 

 It is a better interface for investigating and digging into 
issues.

 It is does not give an easy big picture with six tabs to be 
navigated in order to get through the information. 

 For daily quick checks the WRKSYSSTS command is 
comprehensive and quick.

 For detailed digging and understanding the Navigator for i
interface is more useful.

 We do not have time to review the Navigator for i interface 
at this time. 
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• Under System select Disk Status

• I selected and added the last three columns under Actions -> Columns

• General busyness of the disks is shown as well as capacity usage by unit.
• %Used less than 80% is good.

• %Busy less than 40 is reasonable, less than 30% is better. Follow the ‘5 minute 
rule’ as with WRKSYSSTS.



• For those with multiple ASPs drive membership is shown in 
“Disk Pool”  

• This system has am iASP number 33.

• On the far right is protection status. 
• “ACTIVE” is a good thing!!! “SUSPEND”, “DEGRADED”, “UNPROT” or 

“FAILED” all mean HELP ME!

• IBM i and VIOS hosted disks as well as SAN disks will show blank here. 
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 Nothing to install!!
 Look under Monitors

(I know you’re shocked!)

 Create monitors as needed under actions:

 You provide name and test, then select metrics
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 Many more to select from than the old windows 
client.
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Note the links here.



 Select the monitor to view and in the Action pulldown 
select ‘Visualize Monitor Data.

 Once open you can click the tab and move to new window. 
 Note the option to chance the column layout and select 

automatic refresh (desired!!) 
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Real time data view



 Remember 
those links?

 This is what 
comes up.

 You can 
enable 
thresholds 
and set the 
actions for 
each and for 
it’s reset. 
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 Here you can see each metric with any 
established triggers and resets.

 If they are set these will show on the live data as 
lines with the trigger and reset values shown. 
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 With just a browser needed you can show these 
on a big screen easily.

 Multiple windows can of course be opened to 
show different metrics or different systems. 
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 The operating system has several locations where 
information is places about various statuses, 
errors, and completions. 

 Paying attention to these messages is key to 
assuring that the system continues humming a 
perfect tune.

 Each of these locations serves a slightly different 
purpose.

 Details Follow:
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 The single most used and most important location 
for messages is the QSYSOPR message queue.
◦ It resides in QSYS and is always there.
◦ Display it: DSPMSG QSYSOPR

 On a busy system messages could be piling into 
this queue at a high rate. 
◦ On such systems it may be wise to utilize a tool to 

monitor the queue. (BYTWARE or ROBOT for example)

 The queue can be cleared but that’s not 
recommended as it may hide events that should 
have been handled.
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 The system history log also known as QHST has 
another set of messages including job start and end 
messages.
◦ Display with DSPLOG
◦ Can specify selection criteria including dates/time ranges, job 

selection, and a list of message IDs. 
◦ Output can be sent to a printer as well. 

 Example: 
◦ DSPLOG MSGID(CPF1164) 
◦ Will display all ‘Job Ended’ messages in the log

 QHST is Used more for determining when things 
occurred.
◦ History can only be cleared by trimming the oldest log entries. 
◦ This is done by deleting QHST* files from QHST
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 A special, and optional, message queue is 
QSYSMSG in QSYS.
◦ NOT present by default, it must be created. 

 CRTMSGQ QSYS/QSYSMSG TEXT(‘Important messages from 
the system.’)

 When QSYSMSG exists in QSYS:
◦ SOME messages are sent to QSYSMSG instead 

◦ SOME messages are sent to QSYSMSG or QSYSOPR 
depending on message severity. 

◦ SOME additional messages are sent only to QSYSMSG 

◦ Display with DSPMSG QSYSMSG

 Which messages go where?
 IBM Documents that here:  

 http://ibm.co/141odFR 
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 QSERVICE in QSYS.

 All ECS related messages go here. 
◦ Includes messages for downloaded PTFs for example. 

 (Arrived in i 6.1)

 Display with DSPMSG QSERVICE
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 Many devices can have their messages sent to 
Other queues.

 For example printers have a MSGQ parameter 
that you can use to direct those messages to a 
queue other that QSYSOPR

 CREDEVVWS, CRTDEVAPPC, CRTCTLAPPC 
and others also have the MSGQ parameter

 Use these to spread messages out focusing 
important ones to monitored queues. 

 Helps keep QSYSOPR a bit cleaner as well.
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 Both are accessed from System Service Tools 
(STRSST) or DST (Manual IPL)
◦ Service Action Log (SAL)

 Option 1, option 1

◦ Product Activity Log (PAL)

 Option 1, option 7, option 6

◦ More detail than I will go into here but these tool are used 
to view system events.

 These include hardware and software messages events. 

 Several options here for types of messages and time frames.

 Usually used under IBM Guidance. (You have been warned!) 
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 How much disk is enough?
◦ “It Depends”
◦ No amount is enough.
◦ You don’t know that until you just found out yours is full.

 IBM i disk ‘guidelines’
◦ 70% “I’m happy here.” 

 Hover at or below this number for best performance.
◦ 80% “I’m feeling a little snug.”

 At this point new large file allocations may slow. 
 Some fragmentation is occurring.
◦ 90% “I’m getting uncomfortable. Somebody needs to move.”

 At this point disk fragmentation is likely. 
 Continued and repeated operation above this point will slow busy 

systems.
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 This view is the disk pool status for 
your system.

 Many systems will have only one 
Disk Pool.
◦ Those with more than one NEED to use 

this view as there isn’t a good way to see 
it otherwise.

◦ You can use WRKDSKSTS and infer the 
capacity and status
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 Programmers need working libraries. 
◦ They also need data. They almost never really need a full 

copy of production data. 
◦ Not only does this eat up a lot of disk, in some cases it may 

violate SOX, HIPPA and possibly other laws as well.
◦ This may better be on a development or test partition too!

 One of the biggies is to create policies that control 
these libraries.
◦ How are they named.
◦ How do they get populated 

 Subset program

 Data obfuscation
◦ When do they get deleted 
◦ Do they get backed up? Seriously this could be huge!

 If you don’t, they probably have good stuff in them

 If you do, you may run out of tape or backup window!

Warning
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 In order to control rogue libraries set up your 
auditing to report any new libraries created. 

 Also report on the size and delta of the sizes over 
time.
◦ This can be done quite simply

 1) Run RTVDSKINF on a schedule.

 This outputs data to QAEZDISK in QUSRSYS

 2) Query the library sizes and count objects

 Output the results to a file adding to that file on each run.

 3) Query that file to see trends of library size and object 
counts.
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 Option 2
 Note Size and 

change date/time 
are shown!

 (See #9? Shhh)
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 Option 5

 Need 
option 8 to 
see any 
details.



 Below option 6 has been selected against several 
directories

 The system scours the directory and shows the 
stats above.  
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Directory: /home

Position to :                Record :       1  of
New File :
2=Edit  4=Delete File   5=Display  6=Path Size   9=Recursive Delete

Opt Name        Size     Owner  Changed         Used            CCSID or Symbolic Link
AGILE            8K  AGILE  04/02/16 09:49  10/07/16 20:19  SUBDIRECTORIES = 0, FILES = 1
AL740       38,324K  LDB    04/02/16 09:49  10/07/16 20:19  SUBDIRECTORIES = 0, FILES = 6
CAKMP     *DIR       LDB    10/30/12 09:46  10/07/16 20:19 
CGate 161,020K  LDB    10/13/16 15:38  10/13/16 15:41  SUBDIRECTORIES = 0, FILES = 4
COMMON    *DIR       LDB    04/02/16 09:49  10/07/16 20:19 
Camera   3,991,838K  LDB    01/23/13 12:16  10/07/16 20:19  SUBDIRECTORIES = 3, FILES = 1191



 More (and more (and MORE)) of our disk space is 
taken up by objects in the IFS.

 Traditional IBM i tools don’t do as good a job 
tracking that stuff as they do QSYS.

 Lets investigate a few tools to work with the IFS.
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 du (Disk Usage) 
◦ List the total size of the current directory tree.

 $ ls –la (Shown for comparison)
 total 7305872
 Drwxrwsrwx 2 ldb 0      12288 Oct  2 20:55 .
 Drwxrwsrwx 10 qsecofr 0  28672 Feb 20 10:18 ..
 -rwxrwxrwx 1 ldb 0 3738935296 Oct  2 03:07 Fed12…
 -rw------- 1 ldb 0     272496 Oct  7 17:38 QIMGCLG
 $ du
 7305816 .< - Reported in blocks
 $ du -k
 3652908 .< - Reported in KBytes
 $ du -m
 3567.29 . < - Reported in MBytes
 $ du -g
 3.48    . < - Reported in GBytes
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 du (Disk Usage) 
◦ List the total size of the current directory tree.
◦ IBM i version shows entire directory tree below
◦ -s will show only the summary (total) line.

 $ du –g <- Shows each directory 

 0.20     ./licpgm/BOOTP

 25.83   ./licpgm

 19.61   ./ptf

 45.43   .

 $ du –gs <- ‘g’ is GB and ‘s’ is summary only

 45.43   .

◦ Wish List: in Linux/Unix an option exists to show only the directories IN 
this directory (depth=1). This would be nice.
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 Two disk utilities are now part of IBM i
◦ Disk reorganization

 ‘Defrag for IBM i’ it primarily groups free space together so 
that future large file allocations will be more efficient.

 STRDSKRGZ and ENDDSKRGZ

 Can be run for a specified time or *NOMAX

 If run with *NOMAX ENDDSKRGZ can stop it.

 Can run for one or *ALL ASPs

 Task running is SMDEFRAGTA (in WRKSYSACT)

◦ ASP Balancing

 Moves data around on your disks to improve performance.



 Start with TRCASPBAL.
◦ TRCASPBAL *ON and name your ASP 

◦ This tool collects data on how your objects are used.

◦ Let this thing run through a few busy times.

◦ Then TRCASPBAL *OFF

 Now that we have data utilize it.
◦ STRASPBAL Options:

 *USAGE will move things around such that each disk unit has a 
roughly equal amount of low usage and high usage objects.

 Especially useful for large disk units (e.g. 140GB and up)

 *HSM will move the high usage objects to faster performing disks 
(SSDs!) while low usage objects are moved to lower performing units. 

 Requires a suitable mix of high and low speed disks on your system.



 Without TRCASPBAL data
◦ STRASPBAL *CAPACITY

 This will at least balance your drives so that each is as full 
as the others. 

 This actually isn’t bad unless you have a few seriously busy 
objects. 

 All ASP Balancing runs in the background.
◦ It may busy the disks up some but is low priority

◦ Don’t starve *MACHINE pool during this process!!

◦ Some objects such as Server Storage Spaces cannot be 
moved if they are in use. 

◦ All Balancing commands are applicable to any ASP or 
ASP type. 
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 WRKJOBLOG - Work with Job Logs. 
◦ Can work with *SPOOLED job logs

◦ Also *PND job logs – not yet written 

◦ Works even with QSPLFACN set to *DETACH

 Option 12 is ineffective in this case.

◦ Can also subset by date ranges and job names. 



 As shown for job logs when QSPLFACN is *DETACH 
there no longer is a job to use when looking for the files.

 This means the number of jobs on the system no longer 
includes completed jobs. 
◦ Less Storage used

◦ Faster IPL Times. 

 WRKJOBLOG handles the job log issues.

 WRKSPLF has been enhanced to deal with these issues 
in V5R4!

 iNav has the capabilities to search by even more criteria



‘New’ in V5R4



 Spooled files can also be placed in independent 
ASPs.

 Spooled files there must be disconnected from 
their jobs.

 All spooled file maintenance of spooled files in 
iASPS will be deferred until the iASP is varied on. 
◦ System IPL time is improved.

◦ Max Number of spooled files in an iASP is *really huge.
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 Db2 for i is continually collecting information about the 
database and how it is used. 

 The Query Optimisor decides the resources it has available 
to access or update data. 

 In some cases it builds temporary indices because what it 
needs do not exist.

 In other cases it takes a longer path to the data but knows 
that if a particular index did exist that would make the 
process more efficient. 

 It collects these indices and writes them into the index 
advisor table.

 To view the table, locate databases, and expand that then 
beneath databases select the database for your system. 



 With your database displayed selection the Action list
 Local Index Advisor
◦ In the sub-menu select index advisor to display.

 Also note the other options there:
◦ The option to Prune removes advised indices for tables that no longer 

exit.
◦ The option to Condense looks at Indices that can be combined and then 

presents a shorter list with the combined indices. 
◦ The option to clear should be run if it’s been months since you’ve looked 

at the list!
 Then allow it to repopulate based on current database use 



 The list is sorted 

most advised on 

top.

 Hover over any

entry for summary

 Here the top row

has been advised 83 million times and the table has 2.5 million rows.

 The index is estimated to take 3 min 12 seconds to be created.

 It will save an average of ½ second and a maximum of 33 seconds!

 Select any row

and select Show SQL 



 Below is a same index suggestion.

 Much of it is comments but the last two lines will create 
the index and add text to it.

 You may wish to modify the SQL before running it such 
as giving the index a name that fits your shop schema. 



 You should be checking the advisor monthly at a 
minimum, weekly is best.

 When major changes are made to your system then 
clearing the advised indices is a good idea. 
◦ Building indices based on old data is a waste of disk space, 

I/O and processor resource

 Creating new indices should normally be done when 
the system isn’t very busy to limit performance impact.

 Don’t build every index it advises.
◦ Note that the advised count starts at 1!
◦ The count needs to be significant or you can hurt more than 

help. 

 Ignoring the advisor tool is leaving a good tool in the 
drawer 



 IBM i is the best operating system in the world. 
 Proper management of this operating system will 

assure you the maximum possible uptime for your 
system.

 There are many many things you can maintain!
 Starting with defaults gets you an operational 

system. 
 Trained tweaking them can improve it!
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